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ANNUAL  LUNCH
2010

Here we are again, the annual Sunday lunch for London Bus Preserva-
tion Trust Museum members, friends & families.

Date:   Sunday 17 January 2010

Venue:         Silvermere Golf Club/Inn on the Lake Restaurant

Time:          12.00 noon, lunch starts at 12.30 p.m.

Cost:   £20 per head  £10 per child under 12

4 course lunch (no drink on arrival included this year)

Selection of cold meats, seafood & salads
Choice from carvery of roast meats, roast potatoes & vegetables

Selection of assorted desserts/cheese & biscuits
Fresh coffee & mints

GET THERE EARLY TO SIT WITH FRIENDS/FAMILY.

Money to be paid by Monday 7 December 2009,
Make cheque payable to: LBPT Ltd.

Contact Debbie Morris to book places, send cheque to:
 Lawrence Close, Maidenbower, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 7DR

Telephone number: 01293 678

Help the funds and bring a prize to donate for the raffle - a good way of giving a
home to those duplicate Xmas presents !
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Editorial                                                                                    Dave Jones

Ah, the end of another year.   A recurring theme as Christmas approaches and one
I’ve used in my editorial for my employer’s staff magazine.  So I won’t do it with
this one!    Cobham now appears to be closer than ever to the “pivotal moment”
when all plans come to fruition, the ink is dry on the contracts and thoughts turn to
the start of construction.  I have mixed feelings on this, not anti in the least, but the
realisation that Cobham - or will it be Brooklands -  won’t be the same afterwards
- or will it.   Having started my involvement with preservation in the muck of
Pioneer’s yard at Richmond, in all weathers, then a barn in the sticks, followed by
the luxury of moving to Cobham some 30 years ago, the idea of a nice warm
building to work in sounds like paradise.   What has been constant, and will
hopefully remain so, is the association and comradeship of like minded people
working to preserve London’s heritage.  It is they that make Cobham, not the
building, and while there may be differences of opinion and debate, the aim is
constant.  Long may it remain so!

This issue has been a tough one, having feared at one stage that I’d struggle to fill
it, I’ve had to put a few items on the shelf. Apologies to those contributors, but you
won’t be forgotten.  We have the usual round ups of goings on at Cobham and
elsewhere, plus reports on events that show that Cobham is growing in its standing
in the wider world and, hopefully, with subtle hints here and there, making more of
a name for itself.  The advert for a “Transport Manager” is a sign that the Trust’s
activities are moving on and I wish the successful candidate all the luck in world,
as having got T shirt, worry lines and everything else that goes with the job, it’s not
one for the faint-hearted.  If you have an eye for detail and enjoy paperwork it’s
yours!   On the vehicle front, RT 1 holds centre stage at present and the momentum
needs to be kept up for fundraising, but I am really pleased that RFW 6 will be
joining us.  I wonder what other goodies are destined to head our way.

So with seasonal greetings (dare I mention Christmas these days?) I leave you to
enjoy this edition and wish you all a very Happy New Year.
Front cover - A hint of things to come!  Cobham took part in a widely
reported evacuation re-enactment event at the end of September, more in the
next issue.   Messrs Lewis, Hibbs and Stagg enjoy the limelight.
Photo David Knnear
Inside rear - RT 1 leads RTL 139 down Ludgate Hill during its return to
route 22.              Photo - Peter Zabek
Back cover - A view once so common in London.  RTL 139 at Tower Hill
from the inside of  RT 1.           Photo - Peter Zabek
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From the cab……

It’s that time of the year again. The dust is settling on 2009 and plans are well
in advance for 2010. It has generally been a good year for our events in 2009
although we could always do with more visitors. We had a great Wisley event
– don’t miss next year’s!

As the year draws to a close there has been significant activity on the move to
Brooklands. We knew that it would be a long process but no-one thought that
it would take quite so long. All of the items that are now so common in
everyday news – economic down turn, green belt development, stagnant
property market have played their part.

All members will have received the special Waybill sent with the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) papers and that gave an outline of current events. To
recap, we have signed a memorandum of understanding with Brooklands and
the developers are now moving ahead with the requisite planning applications.
We hope that early in the New Year we will have some decisions that will
shape Cobham for several generations. One recent development has been to
increase the size of the proposed building so that storage and restoration can
be incorporated to a much more significant degree. This has made some
changes to our financial plans but we believe that this will give us the best
solution to displaying our growing collection and also provide, on one site, an
area for the restoration work for which we are so renowned.

In the meantime there is a lot of work going on to agree financial terms and
the legal requirements. This is the work that is so necessary but has little to
show in obvious day-to-day results.

The actual relocation – best estimates indicate the autumn of 2010 as the
likely time – will need a lot of work and logistical planning and this is well
underway. Volunteer Gerry Job has taken on the role of planning the move
and we wish him success.

If you haven’t been down to Redhill Road lately, then I urge you to do so.
There is always a great atmosphere on event days but now, particularly on
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Wednesdays, the enthusiasm has to be seen to be believed. I’m asked
frequently why there is such a good atmosphere on “working days”. To me
the answer is simple – the organisation welcomes everyone, there is a general
feeling of common purpose and everyone is able to give what they can
without interference. We have to observe countless rules imposed by
organisations that we do not control but we do that with a sprit of friendship,
dedication and, above all, some fun!

As the magazine goes to press another vehicle will have joined the Trust
collection – RFW 6. This fine vehicle has been owned by a number of
Cobham members in preservation (including me) and has now found a
rightful home at Cobham. We hope that it will not be too long before this fine
vehicle (one of only two survivors) is being used for special Cobham journeys.

The RT1 appeal has gone from strength to strength and the bus has created a
stir whenever it has appeared in public. Michael Wickham and his team have
done a magnificent job and as I write around £130,000 has been received or
pledged. It would be wonderful if this historic bus could remain in the UK. If
you haven’t contributed yet why not give Michael a call.

Next year is the anniversary of Green Line and plans are afoot to try and have
T 504 ready for our themed celebrations next year. We wish Roger Stagg and
his team good luck in trying to get this fine bus on the road for the Wisley
event.

If you are a member that does not visit the Museum site very often please bear
in mind that all work, including simple things like answering telephones, is
undertaken by unpaid volunteers that give their time freely. Occasionally, if
things don’t happen as they should or perhaps as quickly as you would like,
please bear with us.  If you would like to become involved please contact
Steve Edmunds, our newly appointed Volunteer Co-ordinator. Steve will very
quickly have you involved!

It remains for me to offer all members and their family’s best wishes for the
festive season from all of the Trustees and a healthy and safe 2010.

Peter Duplock Chairman of LBPT
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Sunday March 21st 2010 is Members’ & Friends' Day

On  Sunday 21st March, the Museum will be open from 10.30am until 4pm
exclusively for you - our Members and your guests. You will find your personal
invitation enclosed with this edition of the Magazine. As things stand at present, this
is likely to be the last of these events at the historic Redhill Road premises.

Members’ & Friends’ Day is your opportunity to have a good look round the
Museum at your leisure, to meet the Trustees and the other Officers, to be updated
on all the latest developments and plans, to hear presentations on various projects and
see restoration in progress. There will also be opportunities to hear and discuss how
you can get involved and help at the Museum, should you so wish.

The Cobham Shop will be open all day with its usual range of models, mugs, books
etc and the famous Cobham "donated items" stall will be in full operation, selling all
sorts of transport memorabilia and appealing for your unwanted items. This year,
there will also be a small collectors' market with independent stalls selling a wide
range of transport-related items.

The Day will also include guided tours of the Museum and bus-rides on some of the
Museum’s less-used vehicles such as T31, the Q and the Dennis. And, of course, by
then we hope that RT1 will be part of the Cobham Collection.....

Free refreshments will be served all day, including hot drinks, and the whole event
is free of charge to Members and guests.

For those coming by train, there will be a free bus service from Weybridge Station
(please check beforehand for railway engineering works) at 30-minute intervals from
10.30 until 12.30, hourly thereafter. There is car parking up along Redhill Road but
it is quite a long walk. Disabled visitors may park at the Museum.

If you know anyone else who would be interested in seeing the Museum and, maybe,
joining the Trust, please feel free to bring them along. The Day is also an important
opportunity for the Trust to recruit new Members.

For catering and bus trips, it would be most helpful to know numbers in advance and,
therefore, it would be appreciated if you would reply to the enclosed invitation. Let
us know also, please, whether you are bringing a guest or two and, if so, their names
for the reception desk. Of course, you are also free to turn up on the day in the event
of a last-minute decision (bring your membership card) but prior notice would be
much appreciated if you can.  The Trustees look forward to seeing you on March 21st.
Put the date in your new 2010 diary now!

Michael Wickham, Event Organiser
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Restoration Report December 2009                                       Roger Stagg

Forty years ago I was staying in a B&B in Cornwall on my birthday. The landlady’s
father, an elderly gentleman probably younger than I am now, asked my age. His
response “from now on son every year will get shorter”. Silly old fool thought I but
just how true it turned out to be. It seems only three weeks rather than three months
since our Editor sent his previous reminder that he wanted magazine articles by
Wednesday.

Time may have flown but plenty has happened in the Museum during that period
even though it has been a busy time for the outside activities which reduces the
workforce.

Nick Abbott continues to toil away on RT2775 and at this moment the wheels and
tyres are back, fitted to the front and about to be fitted to the rear as soon as the last
small pieces of chassis painting are complete. Andy Baxter and Roger Shaw have
completed the engine and this will be slotted back in before the end of November.

UMP227 is making very noticeable progress, Gerry Job, Peter Smith, Peter Wall,
Ed Warren and Tony Hall being the mainstay but with an expanding group of
others on a regular basis. Large areas of Rexine have been applied and on the
nearside internally all is complete down to floor coving level except the window
cappings. The offside is similar excepting the undersides of the luggage racks,
already Rexined, which have to be fixed with literally hundreds of tiny countersunk
machine screws. Ian Barrett has remade and fitted the N/S front pillar and
commenced the step framing, whilst Dave Allwood is shortly to work his metal
worker’s magic in rejoining the two front sections and then shrinking them back to
shape. A cure for the “bodge job” undertaken following an accident during its final
years before preservation.

ST922 was recently withdrawn after trouble with its carburetion and the discovery
of extensive wood rot in both front and rear canopies. Roger Shaw and a joiner
colleague have now completed the rear canopy, the worst offender, and will shortly
repair the front.  A specialist has now rebuilt the carburetor and when accompanied
by the reconditioned bonnet side and top (which involved the removal of nearly ¼”
of old paint) should see this unique vehicle fully serviceable again

These have been the bigger jobs, we have also the correct size rear tyres on STL441
and made paintwork and advert temp repairs following damage during the filming
of Nanny McPhee-The Big Bang. Fortunately the film company’s insurance will
allow a return to original in the spring.
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Most will be aware that 2010 is the big Anniversary for Green Line and I will admit
that to me, and I’m sure many others, Green Line is 10T10. We of course have
T504, as well as 9T9 T449. For some time now T504 has languished at the reserve
store at Northchapel following the collapse of two major timber body cross
members as well as having a number of other body defects. On initial earlier review
we reached the opinion that only a body lift would permit repair. However with the
anniversary looming we decided to take a fresh look and a way of repair without a
body lift has been devised.

Before then end of November T504 will have returned to Cobham and a basic team
of Ian Barrett, Andy Baxter and I will set out aided by other volunteers to
rehabilitate her before the 2010 Spring Gathering at Wisley. Neither time nor funds
will permit the complete engine rebuild that is required for she is currently most
averse to hill climbing but with a fair wind we hope to have the “Real Green Line”
running on centre stage in April 2010.

ROLE VACANCY

TRANSPORT MANAGER

COBHAM BUS MUSEUM LIMITED

The Trust's trading company, CBML, is considering the possibility of obtaining a
PCV Operator's Licence so that it can provide private hire and other services. We
are seeking, initially on a spare-time, unpaid basis, a person to assist us with
looking into the feasibility of the project. The role will involve researching the
requirements of such a business, undertaking a feasibility study and producing a
business plan. Strong and pro-active support will be given by the directors of the
company.

Experience of transport management will be necessary for the role as will be, if the
operation proceeds, a Certificate of Professional Competence or, at least initially,
an interest and willingness to acquire one. There is the possibility of the role
developing into paid employment in due course if the operation becomes successful.

If you are interested in this role, please call Michael Wickham on 01883 313
or 07957 305. Alternatively, you may email your details, including relevant
experience, to mpf.wickham@ .com or send to Michael Wickham,
Chairman CBML, Cobham Bus Museum, Redhill Road, Cobham KT11 1EF.
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RT1 - Let's Cross the Final Hurdle!

The response to the appeal to keep RT1 in the UK and bring it to Cobham has been
magnificent and, at the time of writing (mid-November), we have raised over
£125,000 including pledges and Gift-Aid. Everywhere we have taken the bus, it has
been met with a fantastic reception from enthusiasts and the general public alike,
many of whom have been eager to contribute to the appeal. This response alone has
confirmed to the Trustees that our decision to try to raise the money to keep the bus
in the UK was the right one. If we are successful in bringing RT1 to Cobham, it will
be a showpiece for the Museum.

Now, having got this far, we're not going to let the whole exercise fail for the want
of the remaining £25,000, are we? Another 50 of you have made your first
donations to the Appeal since I wrote in the last Magazine but that still leaves
around 600 Cobham Members  who have yet to contribute. Are you one of them?
If you can spare some cash in these difficult times, please send it to the Appeal. The
donation form was inside the Summer edition of the Magazine. If you need another
one, you can download it from the web-site (www.lbpt.org) and follow the link to

the Appeal page or you can call me
on 01883 723313 and I will send
you one. Alternatively, just send
your cheque (payable to LBPT
Ltd) to RT1 Appeal, Cobham Bus
Museum, Redhill Road, Cobham
KT11 1EF.

A huge thank-you to all of you who
have donated so magnificently so
far. Now let's clear the final hurdle
and maybe I'll be giving you some
very good news in the next edition
of the Magazine in the New Year.

For its 1989 restoration, RT 1 was given the livery which it carried when it

entered service from Putney garage in August 1939. The 'powers that be' at LT

considered this to be more up-to-date than the silver roof and unpainted

mouldings with which the bus first appeared in March that year. Here RT 1 is back

at Chiswick Works ready for the 50th anniversary celebrations. Picture: Rod Lucas
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Membership Report                                                                 Steve Hook

I am sure that all members who have not already made donations will be
seriously considering making a contribution to the RT 1 appeal. A huge
effort by all concerned has enabled us to get significantly closer  towards
our target.

A final push now is what is required to enable us to secure this unique,
iconic bus for the Museum and for Britain.

Welcome to the following new members:
1479  G N Withers   Dartmouth
1480F  Tim Ashton   Ashtead
1481  Peter Foster   Spalding, Lincs MW
1482  Richard Max   London NW3
1483  Trevor Baker   Hornchurch
1484  Alan Avis   New Malden
1485  Michael Buckingham  New Malden
1486  John Burrows-Watson  Leatherhead
1487  Joe Broughton   Teddington
1488  Andy Dean   Brighton
1489  Peter Cousins   London SW19
1490  Bob Ansell   Wateringbury
1491  Terry Torch   Battersea
1492F  Graham Whyte  Box Hill
1493F  Richard Gates   Bramley
1494  Clive Horner   Melksham, Wilts
1495F  Mr & Mrs J Carter  Limpsfield
1496F  John & Julie Duff  Surbiton
1497  John Lynch   Slough
1498  J Brighton   Watford
1499F  Amanda Inwood  Hendon
1500  G Hart    Cambridge
1501  R Cromwell   Headley, Hants
1502F  Mark Rowell   Leatherhead

MW – Michael Wickham
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RP 90 - Would You Like It To Join The Cobham Collection?

As most of you will know, privately-owned RP 90 - the highest-numbered of the batch
of Green Line AEC Reliance coaches introduced in 1972 - has been a Cobham resident
for many years.  This fine vehicle is now for sale and has been offered to the Museum.
Whilst the Trust is not in a position, financially, to purchase the coach, the Trustees are
of the opinion that it would make a worthy addition to the Collection. It is one of only
two known survivors of its class, has been restored to original 1972 condition and is
maintained to full PCV standard. The Trustees consider that these vehicles are an
important part of Green Line history, being the first new coaches acquired by the then
new London County Bus Services and, with their AEC/Park Royal pedigree and many
traditional Green Line features, would fit well into Cobham's story of the coach services.

Cobham Member Ed Warren is a fan of the RPs, having driven them in service, and
would be interested in hearing from others who would like to join him in forming a
group to purchase the vehicle and donate it to the Museum. Ed would be prepared to
kick-start the fund himself and is looking for 20-40 like-minded Members to join
together and meet the purchase price of £10,000.

If you would like to see RP 90 join the Cobham Collection and would like to discuss
making a financial contribution, why not give Ed a call on 01732 601 or email him
on fryingpan60@ co.uk? He would be delighted to hear from you and to discuss
the way forward.

PLEASE SUPPORT THE COBHAM FUNDRAISERS
BY DONATING YOUR SURPLUS TRANSPORT

ITEMS

We want your enamel signs and plates, badges, destination blinds, ticket machines, maps,
timetables, books, slides and photos, EFE/Corgi models and other ephemera - preferably

London Transport.

We can turn that into cash and all the money raised is put directly into Museum funds.

IF YOU'RE REDUCING YOUR COLLECTION, HELP YOUR MUSEUM BY
CONTACTING:

Melvin Phillips on 01342 177 or melvinphillips@ com
or

Bob Bailey on 01 006 or bailey.bunch16@ com
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Cobham Goes Off With A Bang                                          Roger Stagg

On the afternoon of the 1st November some 140 members with family descended
on the Museum for the BBQ and Fireworks.

All those that attended had an opportunity to examine the collection and various
works that were going on in close detail as well as taking advantage of 30 minute
rides on four different routes on STL 441, G351, RF 395 and as a surprise, RT1.

All those attending were able to gain teas, coffees, soft drinks and flapjacks on
their arrival and up until the commencement of the BBQ at 4.30pm.  A queue was
soon snaking its way across the Museum floor for burgers, sausages, beans,
salads, soups, jacket potatoes and pasta.  So well received was the food it proved
difficult to keep those away trying for seconds before everyone got there for their
first helping!  With a variety of pastries for desserts plus wine and beers for the
non drivers, supplemented by tea and coffee, all those in attendance were ready
for the firework display which commenced on time at 5.45pm.

Some 40 minutes of high quality fireworks followed with the children being able
to take the advantage of watching the event from RTL 139 as some shield against
the loud explosions.  As the event drew to a close M6 took those who came by
train back to Weybridge station and RF 395 conveyed those who had come by car
back to their vehicles higher up Redhill Road.  By 7.45pm all signs of the BBQ
catering and other displays were gone and all of the vehicles back in the shed.

It would be fair to say that a good time was had by all in an atmosphere that was
convivial and social rather than simply bus interest.

Special thanks go out to all those who helped on the day, drivers, conductors,
shunting crews, firework lighters, vehicle guides and most of all the ladies of the
Trust who, as usual, pulled out the stops to see that all were well fed and watered.
Well done ladies.

The views expressed in the “Cobham Bus Museum Magazine” are those of
individual contributors. They are not necessarily the views of the

London Bus Preservation Trust Ltd, its Council of Management, Cobham Bus
Museum Ltd, its Directors or the editor.

Photographs and articles in this magazine are copyright and can only be
reproduced with the written consent of the respective authors or owners.
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Forthcoming Events            John Shirley, Events Committee Chairman

Now that the 2009 Rally Season is over, it’s a good time for me to say a big thank
you to all the volunteers that helped run this year’s three Display Day events at
Cobham. Those who worked at any of the three Display Days will have noticed a
greater emphasis on teamwork this year. Also I would like to pass on a special
thank you to the many bus owners and operators who kindly allowed their buses to
be displayed or used for service. Thanks again for your patience and co-operation.

Spring Gathering (Open Day) 2010
Next year’s Spring Gathering will take place on Sunday 11 April 2010. The layout
will be similar to that of 2009 with both Wisley Airfield and the Redhill Road
premises in use. The main theme next year is Green Line 80, celebrating 80 years
since the first Green Line coach service. Incidentally, this ran from London to
Guildford via Cobham. The Events Committee are also looking at more new
features this year including: a steam fair; a larger commercial vehicle display;
special Green Line displays; and bus tours to the site of the proposed new museum
building at Brooklands.

As usual, 120+ volunteers are sought for the Spring Gathering with a multitude of
different duties available including bus driving, revenue management, set-up and
close-down assistants, etc, etc. Volunteer staff will receive all the usual benefits
which include: free admission (on production of a ‘Volunteer Notification’ letter);
a refreshment voucher worth £5; priority reservation of both the special edition
EFE models; and the use of staff ‘rest buses’. Shifts will be no longer than 4 hours,
unless otherwise agreed by YOU in advance.

Note that in the past bus drivers and conductors have been arranged separately
from other volunteers. This practise ended before last year’s Spring Gathering.
Anyone wishing to drive or conduct a bus at this year’s Spring Gathering should
therefore complete a Volunteer Card or send an appropriate email message in the
same way as other prospective volunteers. The intention here is to provide a fair
and diverse system of volunteering.

Don’t forget that without your support and co-operation the event simply will not
take place. Whether you’re new to Cobham or a regular staff member - don’t delay
- please complete the enclosed Volunteer Card and send it off today. With the move
to Brooklands on the cards, it’s more important than ever that we make the next
Spring Gathering a success, as this is likely to be our main source of income for
2010.
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2010 and beyond...
When any organisation contemplates re-location, a degree of uncertainty inevitably
comes about. The Events Committee have therefore decided that it will not be
practical to stage any future events at Redhill Road after the next Spring Gathering.

A Joint Operating Committee has been set-up with the Brooklands Museum Trust
Ltd which is tasked with producing an agreement that will enable to two
organisations to work together in a variety of areas including events.

Given that it is likely our Trust will receive a portion of the daily gate revenue if
we move onto the Brooklands site, the Display Day concept that currently exists
becomes largely irrelevant to our continued existence. We may therefore have to
develop new ideas for events if they are to be held at Brooklands. I would welcome
comments and ideas from the membership, particularly on the subject of a possible
‘Grand Opening’ at Brooklands.

Events Committee members
Lastly, but by no means least, I would like to express my appreciation for the
continued support given to me and the Trust generally by the current Events
Committee members, who are:

Ken Wheeler: Health & Safety Peter Brown: Redhill Road Site Facilities
Norman Davey: Finance Steve Edmonds: Displays
Debbie Morris: Revenue Peter Osborn: Bus Services
Tony Lay: Publicity  Graham Lunn: Stallholders/Market Place
Roger Stagg: Site Facilities Richard Jones: CBML Shop

Fed up with with sitting around and eating too much?
Then come to King Alfred Running Day on Friday 1st Jan.

RF 395 leaves Cobham for Winchester at 09.00hrs
Always a super day out and the RF has a wonderful heater.
There is no charge for this trip (a £10 donation to the trust
would be nice) to arrive back at Cobham in time for tea

(around 1730hrs)
Contact Alan Heasman

The Mill .Whittets Ait, Jessamy Road.  Weybridge Surrey. KT13 8LE
Telephone 01932 840758                              alanheasman@ net.
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Remembering Bill Cottrell                                                Graham Smith

Many of you will recall Bill Cottrell with affection and respect. As one of our
founder members he worked tirelessly at the Museum for over 30 years.
Unbelievably, it is almost 6 years since Bill passed away and went to that great bus
garage in the sky. A year after Bill’s untimely death, some of his closest friends
gathered at Roxeth Recreation Ground in Harrow to plant a tree in his memory (see
p6 of CBM magazine no. 47).

Recently, my wife Liz and I returned to Roxeth Rec to reflect on our friendship with
Bill (he used to call in at
our house in Eastcote
from time to time for a
chat and a “cuppa”) and to
see how his tree was
faring. As the photograph
shows, it has not grown
much in 5 years and looks
a bit frail after what had
been quite a dry spell of
weather. We shall
continue to keep our eyes
on it and hope it
flourishes.

Meanwhile, Bill will live
on in many of our
memories if only when
we see Q83 (known
forever as “Bill’s Q”)
which he so generously
donated to the Museum.

HAVE YOU GIVEN TO
SAVE RT 1 YET?
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RT1 Returns to Route 22                                                   Graham Smith

RT1 entered revenue-earning service on 9th August 1939, running on route 22
from Putney, Chelverton Road garage (AF). 70 years on and this historic event
was recreated.

The day had started early, with the Museum’s RTL139 on hire to The Classic
London Bus Society picking up some 50 of its members at Liverpool St. and
Victoria, before joining the 22 route and running through to Putney, to
rendezvous with RT1 for a photoshoot at a sunny Putney Heath. Both buses
went then to AF for a pre-arranged visit and another photoshoot, before
travelling to Putney Common – route 22’s western terminus for the past 93
years.

We followed the 22 road through Chelsea and Knightsbridge to its present-day
terminus at Piccadilly Circus. By then, it was time for our drivers to have a
break, but where can one park two buses legally and for free in central London,
even on a Sunday, these days?

Pall Mall provided the answer and, also, a rather photogenic location. After an
hour or so, we were off again, this time along part of the 22’s original, eastern
section near St. Paul’s. Further and decidedly “off-route” photos were then
taken of the buses on Tower Bridge, much to the amazement and enjoyment of
the many tourists there.

All too soon it was time to bid “Farewell” to our passengers and return to
Cobham after what had been a most enjoyable day.

Thanks are due to Mike Selt, RT1’s owner, for allowing the bus to be used; to
London General, AF’s owner and route 22’s operator; to Colin Fradd & John
Shirley for their expert driving and to John for making such splendidly
authentic blinds; to Colin Borg & Kevin Hibbs for sharing conductor duties
with your author; to those unsung members at Cobham who prepared the buses
and made the arrangements with London General; and last, but by no means
least, to Trevor Hawes of TCLBS, for all his efforts in mobilising so many of
his members at short notice and for making such a generous donation to the
RT1 Appeal. Details of TCLBS’s forthcoming trips can be found by emailing
Trevor at info@tclbs.org .
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On 23rd August RTL 139 and RT 1 were used for a private tour visiting some of
RT 1’s old haunts.  Here they are seen at Mansion House and Tower Hill.
Photos Peter Zabek.
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A Remarkable Event                                                          Graham Smith

Over the years, Cobham’s buses have featured in a variety of high profile events
and given rides to many people in and around London. However, the 4th of
September this year saw what was, almost certainly, our proudest moment ever
when we were involved with the “Winton Train”.

Most members will know about the Winton Train as it was given extensive
media coverage. In brief, it was a steam-hauled passenger train which travelled
from Prague in the Czech Republic via the Hook of Holland and Harwich to
London, in tribute to the wartime efforts, 70 years previously, of Sir Nicholas
Winton for his part in saving refugee children from Czechoslovakia. In the six
months prior to the outbreak of World War II,  Nicholas Winton, a young
stockbroker in London with friends in Czechoslovakia, organised eight trains to
transport almost 700 mainly Jewish Czech refugee children from their homeland
to England. His efforts remained unknown for almost 50 years until 1988, when
they came to public attention almost by chance.

The 2009 train departed on 1st September from Prague’s main railway station and
travelled through Germany and the Netherlands, steam-hauled throughout. On
board were 170 passengers, comprising 22 of those originally rescued plus first,
second and, even, third generation descendants of those whom he rescued.

After transfer by ferry to Harwich, the journey resumed again by train, hauled by
60163 Tornado, the brand new main line locomotive completed in 2008. Arrival
at Liverpool Street station’s platform 10, the same platform that the 1939 trains
had used, was exactly on time at 10.37hrs on Friday, 4th September. Sir Nicholas
Winton, now 100 years old, was at the station to greet the train’s passengers. The
tribute train was the centrepiece of a wider cultural awareness project known as
'Inspiration through Goodness', an initiative organised by the Czech government
and the Czech Railways.

A few weeks beforehand, we had been contacted by David Griffiths, President
of the Czech Republic’s Bohemia Transport Museum [www.bohemia-transport-
museum.com]. He had been asked by Czech Railways, to 'try' and accomplish
the impossible and organise authentic buses at the London end to transfer the
special visitors from Liverpool Street to the Czech Embassy in Notting Hill Gate.
David requested one or both of Cobham’s STLs. We were honoured to receive
the request and did not hesitate in saying “Yes”. It was agreed that STL2377 &
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RT1 would be used, together with two RTs supplied by our good friends at
Ensignbus.

The rest, as they say, is history. Cobham’s buses were crewed by Tony Lewis and
Colin Borg on STL2377 and Roger Stagg and your author on RT1, with Peter
Duplock, Michael Wickham and Kevin Hibbs also representing the Museum.
Ensignbus supplied RTs 1431 & 4421, crewed by Peter, Steve & Ross Newman
and Peter Brown and Bob Stanger, familiar faces to many of us.

Our buses left Cobham at 07.30hrs to be in central London well before we were
due at Liverpool Street. We made good progress and parked up at Waterloo’s
South Bank, enabling most of our number to enjoy a wholesome breakfast. I’m
not sure why Kevin and I offered to stay minding the buses but, at least, the
others brought us back a coffee each when they finally returned from their
leisurely repast. Thanks, chaps!

As expected, security was tight at Liverpool Street but a friendly and unhurried
atmosphere prevailed throughout. Having parked the buses adjacent to platform
10, we were free to wander within the enclosed security area and to view
Tornado at close quarters. Indeed, a certain white-coated driver even blagged his
way on to its footplate!

It took a couple of hours or so for the emotional formalities to be completed, after
which the special guests gradually made their way towards the waiting buses. We
had wondered if the buses might be escorted by the police but, in the event, this
did not happen and we were free to drive our choice of route. We went through
to the Embankment then via Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly, Park Lane and Bays-
water Road, to provide the chance to see as many “tourist” sights as possible. It
was fascinating to talk with our passengers who clearly appreciated the opportu-
nity to ride on “proper” London buses. All too soon we arrived outside the Czech
Embassy where our passengers alighted for the special reception awaiting them.

We, the bus crews, had time for a quick chat with David Griffiths and to reflect
on the remarkable event that we had been so proud to have played our part in.
We then set out for our respective homes at Purfleet and Cobham. Over the
following hours and days, the media gave considerable coverage to the Winton
Train and to its passengers meeting Sir Nicholas Winton. Unfortunately, the
reporters all seemed to have disappeared by the time the passengers boarded the
buses… .
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Left -
Doing Cobham proud, STL 2377
and RT 1, with RTs   1431 and
4421 at Liverpool Street, and with
their respective crews.

This page-
Tornado  on arrival at Liverpool
Street after its run from Harwich.

Below -
Sir Nicholas Winton - seated -
surrounded by much media and
very much the centre of attention.

All photos by Graham Smith,
except the crews which David
Griffiths took.
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A Weekend of Service                                                        Peter Osbourn

One of the joys of Cobham being a working museum is its ability to put London
buses back on the streets of the city for which they were designed and built.  So it
was that on the weekend of 5 and 6 September 2009, two west London trunk routes
saw Cobham buses operating in public service, thanks to the agreement of
Transport for London.

On the Saturday, a
special private
event for a member
and friends
included a
lunchtime working
on route 49 by
RTL139 south
from Shepherds
Bush to Battersea
Garage.  This
horse-bus
replacement route
celebrates its
centenary in three
years’ time, having
started operation in
1912 replacing
horse-buses
between

Kensington and Battersea.  The horse buses had crossed Albert Bridge, but a weight
limit prevented the use of motor buses on the bridge and the route was diverted by
Battersea Bridge.  To the best of my knowledge, no motor buses have ever operated
over Albert Bridge.

The first buses used in 1912 were De Dions, replaced within months by B-types.
NSs, LTs, STs, STLs and utility Daimlers all followed; RTLs were the first
post-war buses on the route, introduced in 1950 by Battersea Garage and running
until the end of 1966 when Battersea’s involvement ended.  They ran alongside RTs
from Merton and Streatham, which lasted until 1971, then Routemasters operated
the route until conductors were dispensed with in 1987.  Having spent an unhappy
few years as single-deck operated, the route is now run by Transdev London United
from Shepherds Bush with VE-class double-deckers.

RTL 139 waits for the starting signal at South Kensington
Photo Peter Osbourn
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Trying not to catch the VE
in front, RTL139
delighted a wide range of
passengers on the road
down through
Kensington, including a
couple of young lads who
ran and leapt on in
Shepherds Bush and a
fellow who emphatically
extended a large hand at
Onslow Square making
his intentions thoroughly
clear.  Aha, we have an
enthusiast – it turns out to
be actor Terence Stamp

out and about, and delighted to find a real bus on his local service.

The next day was the Leatherhead Running Day, allowing STL2377 to run the full
length of route 65 from Leatherhead LT Garage to Ealing Argyle Road, again in
public service.  Whilst the majority of available places were taken by pre-booked
passengers, there was also room for a few lucky members of the public, when not
running on three bells, along the present day route between Kingston and Ealing
Broadway.

Route 65 came into
being in 1924, when
General route 105A

between Ealing Argyle
Road and Leatherhead
Bull was renumbered.
Apart from some minor
adjustments, the route
continued unchanged
until 1966.  In 1982, the
Argyle Road to Ealing
Broadway section was
replaced (in part) by the
E2 and in 1987 the
section south of
Kingston by the 71.

A well known actor, who appreciates a decent bus.
Photo Dick Gilbert

STL 2377 and Transdev SP56 at Ealing Broadway
Photo Mark Lyons
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Initially operated by NSs from Turnham Green (V) garage, with additional buses
on Sundays from either Kingston (K) or Hanwell (Southall, HW) garages, from
1930 the route was shared between V and K.  New STs were introduced in 1931,
and these worked on the route until 1949 when they were replaced by RTs.  They
dominated the allocation until the introduction of STLs in 1942.  The STLs then
formed the largest part of the allocation, but lasted barely longer than the STs, being
replaced by RTs in 1950, plus RTLs from V for a couple of years.  The RTs ran
until 1975, then Routemasters until OMO conversion in 1986.  Today this route too
is run by Transdev London United, with new Tridents squeezing through the
narrow gap at Petersham.

Most of the
STLs that
worked the
65 were of
the early 60-
seat 1STL1
type which
were being
delivered
when LGOC
became L.T.
in 1933,
with a
minority of
‘leaning-
back’ STLs
dating from
1933-4.  In
at least one
case, a

1STL rebodied with a later roofbox body was used, represented on the day by the
use of STL2377.  One of the passengers, a lady on a shopping trip to Kingston, on
hearing that the bus was 72 years old exclaimed ‘How lovely, so am I!’.

In both cases, the Museum turned out buses properly ‘dressed’, the RTL with
contemporary blinds and fare chart from the Cobham collection and the STL with
a set of specially prepared ‘restricted’ blinds as used on the route, and with
conductors bearing the correct ticket equipment.  It is a great credit to the
restoration and maintenance teams that the buses operated perfectly on both days
without missing a beat.  Proper London buses, doing what they were built for!

STL 2377 trundles sedately along Richmond Road, Ham.
Photo: Mark Lyons
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Back on home ground, RML 3, with RTs 1702 and 3228 at Willesden garage and
passing Willesden Green Station.  The buses had been at Cricklewood open day on 19
September and took the scenic route home!                                       Photos: Peter Zabek
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Chasing the last STLs  Michael H C Baker

My
photographic
career almost
started too late as
far as the STL
class was
concerned.   I
took my first
photograph, an
Isle of Wight
Stroudley 0-6-
0T since you ask
- on Dad’s old
folding brownie
which had
speeds –
allegedly - of

1/25 and 1/50 of a second in 1953 and the last STLs were taken out of passenger
service in 1954.     They had gone from my part of the world before that,
although, had I known it, five remained at Dunton Green, one of the Country
Area garages whose buses passed through Croydon, until the very end on 1st

September, 1954.   However these were confined to works services in Kent and
as far as I know never
came into Croydon on
the 403, although it’s
possible one did,
unrecorded by the
enthusiast fraternity.

Now you have to
remember that back in
the 1950s precise
knowledge of what,
where and when was
happening on London
Transport was

STL 237 at Sevenoaks bus stn alongside Maidstone and District
TD4, 18.6.49 Photo Alan Cross

Unfrozen STL 2670, Chiswick c.1950               Photo Author
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infinitely less
easy to come by
than now with
LOTs, the
internet and a
great network of
knowledgeable
people.   One had
to rely on Buses
Illustrated, the
annual ABC, any
contacts one
might have and,
above all,
rumour.    The
date on the back
of the 1954
London Transport ABC was 3/54 and the information, presented with the stern
caveat  ‘This book is not an official publication and London Transport are in no
way responsible for the information given in it,’ is probably accurate at  around
the beginning of the year.   I bought it as soon as it came out but this was well
into the Spring of 1954.   There’s a picture of a sit-up-and-beg STL with one of
the 1933/4 vintage, modified STL18 bodies at Morden which I visited regularly

but I knew that
picture was now
out of date.
However there
is also a picture
of a country area
green bus, STL
2681 at Gerrards
Cross with a
similar body,
but mounted on
one of the
wartime
unfrozen FXT
registered

STL 1437 in Parliament Square. C1951
Photo; Author

STL 589 on tram replacement route (Author’s col.) 1952
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chassis working the
305 which ran from
Uxbridge to
Beaconsfield.   This
also had a complete
set of destination,
route and numbers
indicators,
something a few
STLs achieved at
the end of their
careers and which
suggested the
picture was pretty
up to date, not
withstanding it still

wore the now long outdated but attractive green and white livery.

So on a June Saturday morning I boarded an Amersham bound 710, my first trip
by Green Line as far as I can recall.   Five routes passed the top of our road, all
worked by RFs which had replaced 10T10s in 1951 from a variety of garages,
both north and south of the river.    My friend, Barry, who regularly used Green
Line, said he found the 10T10s marginally more comfortable than their
successors, but be that as it
may I had no cause for
complaint and felt rather superior, not least because although as far as
central London I was travelling through familiar territory but with far
fewer stops than in a red bus, but also because one was a good deal
higher than in a seat on the lower deck of a double decker, an advantage lost
in today’s low floor era. My destination was Gerrards Cross, where the
STL had been pictured and then Beaconsfield whence it was bound.   My
knowledge of the Country Area north of the Thames was minimal in the
extreme, my only previous venture being to Watford to cop post-war STLs,
then based at the High Street garage.

Had I known it Amersham
or High Wycombe would
have been rather better

Front entrance ex LTE Country Area STL 1052 after sale on
school outing location not known c 1952 (author’s coll)

STL 1639 Streatham garage October, 1954
Photo; Author
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venues, for the
garages there had
an interesting mix
although not by
this date any STLs.
High Wycombe
and Amersham had
until 1951 both
operated unfrozen
STLs which were
ideal for climbing
up and down the
Chilterns including
2674/9, uniquely
fitted with London
General very
upright 60 seat
bodies.   They then
worked as staff
buses at Aldenham and one of them very nearly got preserved.    I later found
out that Amersham’s last ordinary STLs had been taken out of normal service in

the Autumn of 1952
although a couple of
lowbridge ones had
briefly reappeared in
1953.    Four bus and two
Green Line routes passed
Gerrards Cross but, alas,
no sign of an STL, RTs
and RFs having
established a monopoly.
Still just being in this
previously unexplored
and distinctly up market
area of the Country Area
territory was of interest
although I confess I

came back by steam train,

Trainer STL1881, Thornton Heath garage November, 1954
Photo:Author

Tree lopper 972J (STL 1494)Thornton heath garage
November, 1954  Photo:Author
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sitting on the up platform at
Gerrards Cross station, watching a
Castle hauled Shrewsbury and
Birkenhead bound express roar by
on the down through line, followed
by a rather more sedate L1 2-6-4T
pull in with a rake of Gresley
wooden bodied non-corridor
carriages heading for Aylesbury,
until my own train for Marylebone,
headed by a BR Standard Class
3MT 2-6-0, arrived.

As it happened I would get to know
the area rather well a couple of
years later for I had the tremendous
good fortune to be called up for
National Service in the RAF and in
the Spring of 1956 was sent to train
as a typist at RAF Hereford.    Most
weekends we were given a 48 hour
pass and I would board a Yeomans
of Canon Pyon coach for the long
journey to London.   No motorways
in those days and the final part of

the journey was through High Wycombe where Oxford and Thames Valley
territory would give way to London Transport and on to Uxbridge where green
met red and the 607 worked by Leyland F1 class trolleybuses.   The journey back
which was not completed until well into Monday morning would be enlivened
between 11 and midnight as were climbing away from High Wycombe through
the Chilterns by Radio Luxemburg’s top 20, with interruptions from Horace
Batchelor – don’t tell me you don’t remember him – who advertised an infallible
system for winning on the football pools and who was based at Keynsham spelt
KEYNSHAM.   What was in the Top 20 at the time, you ask?   Well there was
Frankie Vaughan’s Green Door, Alma Cogan and Willie Can (you remember
that?!), Elvis and Heartbreak Hotel, Doris Day with Whatever Will Be Will Be,
Pat Boone’s I’ll be Home (ah!) and my personal favourite Lonnie Donegan’s
Rock Island Line, which was so popular it re-entered the charts twice.

STL 1826, Streatham garage November, 1954
Photo: Author
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So, no more green STLs beyond the summer of 1954.   And no red ones either
in passenger service after 30th June when the last fourteen, based at Upton Park
for route 101, which was at one time London’s busiest with no less than sixty
buses an hour, were withdrawn.   All this I learned later for Upton Park was as
remote and as unexplored as the northern reaches of the Country Area.

However all was not lost for STLs continued to serve as learners.    Not for very
long, compared say, with the ‘pre-war’ RTs whose careers were extended for
many years on such duties, but certainly into the Spring of 1955.   Practically
every garage was allocated one or more STLs for training purposes.   Being
employed as a cub local newspaper reporter I had no time to chase them during
the day but at weekends one could usually find them tucked up and snoozing
until Monday morning.    Thornton Heath garage was in the next road to ours
and although I never managed to sneak inside STL1881, DLU247, was once
parked with its nose
obligingly poking out, whilst
at Streatham, a twenty-five
minute cycle ride away, STLs
were sometime parked out in
the open yard.   Streatham had
kept a sizable fleet of STLs
into 1952, for the 118, but
Thornton Heath had never
operated the class on
passenger duties.   My last
attempt to capture STLs on
film was at Putney in May,
1955 where I infiltrated my
camera through a gap in the
garage door at a CGJ and an
FXT examples; not
surprisingly all that resulted
was a dim blur.
The last survivors, which
seemed to be mostly in the
CXX series with the number
box beside the via one and

Rush and Tompkins STL2515 with earlier body,
Sidcup, June, 1957        Photo Author
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DLU roof box series with bodies from 1939 vintage FJJ and FXT buses which
had been converted into the SRT class, disappeared around this time and were
either scrapped or sold.   Nearly all had gone by January, 1956, some of the
unfrozens were kept for a while in case they might be converted to lorries, for,
of course, London Transport often did find further use for old buses, although
the practice was coming to an end, but all had gone by August, 1958.

The STL was the first London class of bus to be sold in some numbers, albeit in
fairly small ones, for further passenger use and in 1955 I found myself sitting on
the upper deck of one painted dull green all over which served as a press
grandstand watching local lad John Surtees zoom around the Crystal Palace
circuit on his motor bike at record speeds.   To this day he remains the only man
to have been both world motor cycling champion and formula 1 car racing one.

My final year, 1957, in the RAF, was spent at West Malling where I got to be
friendly with Corporal Jim, a fellow bus enthusiast, who lived near Dartford.
By that date the RAF was finding it very difficult to keep National Servicemen
in gainful employment and my chief recollection of the hot summer of 1957 is
sitting on the edge of the airfield watching trainee pilots in Chipmunks trying
not to bump into each other, swigging tea with various comrades in out of the
way parts of the station whilst delivering night flying orders on a World War ll
– or it could have been 1 - vintage bike and, after tea, Jim and I mounting our
motor scooters to explore the Kent countryside and search out anything
interesting buswise.   Thus we came across in a yard at Sidcup two STLs, 1351
and 2515 belonging to the builders Rush and Tompkins.   The curious thing
about them was that they appeared to have swapped bodies, the former having
a roof box one, the latter one which would have been appropriate to STL1351
when new.   Rush and Tompkins would certainly have had neither the facilities
nor any reason to exchange bodies so London Transport must have done but I
can find no record of this.   Perhaps someone can solve the mystery.

And that was it until the preservation era.   On 10th May, 2009, I rode, with
grandson Benjamin, on STL441 from Slough to High Wycombe and back.   It
was only a couple of days later on looking up that 1954 London Transport ABC
and my notes on my abortive trip to Buckinghamshire that I realized I had at last,
got pictures of an 18STL at Beaconsfield and High Wycombe albeit fifty-five
years on.
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ITEMS FOR THE MAGAZINE
Contributions in the way of photographs or articles are always

welcome.  Please send them to:
David Jones,  Epping Close, Romford, Essex RM7 8BH

or e-mail to NEW ADDRESS: magazine@lbpt.org
Text  in Word, or any  .doc format or typed,  pictures in jpeg,  slide

or print.
Please send pictures separate from text, as they don’t reproduce well

if copied from a Word Document.
Slides or prints will be returned.

Please ensure your name and contact details are on each item.
NEXT COPY DATE

WEDNESDAY 18th FEBRUARY 2010

On 26 September the RTW Group ran a trip to mark the 60th anniversary of the
introduction of RTWs to Route 41. 75 and 467 are seen at Hornsey Station.
Photo - Peter Zabek
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STL 2377 and RF 395 took part in the Amersham Running Day on 5 October and
were photographed by Mark Lyons.
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RT 1 travelled to the Science Museum outstation at Wroughton on 18 October, where
John Stiles caught some non-London buses.  Above, 1933 Bristol H new to Western
National 1933 with Brush body and Gardner 4LW  used in south Devon.  Below:
1949 Daimler CVD6SD Weymann B35F of Exeter Corporation.
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Letters
From Peter Gomm

I would like to comment on a couple of items in the Autumn Magazine.

I always enjoy the memories of journeys of years ago.   Living the first 30 years
or so of my life in Boxmoor I do know the area fairly well, together with its bus
routes.

The piece about GS rides caught my eye as I used to go to work on one in 1960.
I worked as a civilian at Bovingdon aerodrome and used the route 316 which
picked me up literally outside my home but dropped me in the village of
Bovingdon leaving me a short walk to work.   In those days it was worked by a
GS from HH (Hemel Hempstead) garage.   Amongst the allocation at that time
was GS 17, later to gain fame as one of the last at Garston.   I little thought then
that some 30 years or so after my work journeys I would own it.

I'm afraid I have to correct Mr Everett regarding the route 352.    It was indeed
operated by Tring (TG) garage with 15T13s.     However, it operated from
Berkhamsted Station to Dunstable, The Square.   The garage journeys would have
been operated probably as a variation of the 301, although there may have been a
garage journey panel on the blind for the 352, I haven't any details to hand, having
just moved to Somerset.   Mr Everett descibes the bus going left off the A41 after
passing through Tring town, that would have been a 387 journey to Tring
Station and/or Aldbury.   The 352 would have used the A 41 to get to Berkhamsted
Station, passing through Northchurch before turning at the back of the station to
retrace its steps back to the A 41 and Northchurch before turning towards
Ashridge, Ringshall, Dagnal and Dunstable.

From Colin Read

Thank you for another excellent Cobham Bus Magazine, despite some annoying
typos!

I thought that Roger Stagg's 'Memories of an Old Timer' was a superb piece of
deception as was, come to that, the suburban 'street' photo on page 14. Who would
ever guess that this was Wisley Airfield!

There are some errors which do need correction however. The gentleman with the
wartime clippie on page 38 is  Roger Shaw - my error. He tells me he may change
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From  Peter Davies

As a potential London Bus owner with my own covered accommodation I joined
the LBPT in the hope of establishing if a fellow member was looking to sell a pre
1960 Ex LT vehicle, and more importantly to establish the support I might receive
when an ex LT vehicle was purchased.

Enquires made during the open day and by e-mail achieved nothing, apparently
there were no LT vehicles for sale. However I eventually found a vehicle very
nearly did purchase it, the deposit had been paid. I e-mailed and also telephoned the
soc for some basic information and for information on availability of spares be they
from the LBPT or from other sources. Nothing too stretching, paint colours and
numbers, rear axle bearings and possible leads to achieve interior and seat covering
material.

My two e-mails were not answered and one telephone call suggested I ring another
time and the second call whilst pleasantly answered achieved nothing and provided
no leads at all. I decided not to buy the bus in question.  I decided to look beyond
LT vehicles to where information is available and to a "Society" that encourages
potential vehicle owners to find a vehicle and keep the older busses alive.

Can I ask the LBPT to seriously consider a sales and wants facility either through
its magazine as an attachment or as an online opportunity? It's very commendable
to keep RT1 but please don't forget all the folk trying to keep other LT vehicles
alive.

I cannot find the society’s raison d'etre but I am sure it includes reference to
preserving older London buses for posterity.

Sorry to learn of the problems you had, being volunteers doing this in our free time
means we’re not always as efficient as we may wish.  Your comments were passed
to our Chairman.  Regarding the sales and wants,  I personally don’t feel the
magazine is the right place, even assuming space was available.  Maybe the web
site may be more suitable?  Something to think about. Ed.

it to 'Warren' as a stage name (!)   'McPhee' in the film title (which is provisional
incidentally) is spelt thus and not as shown.

Regarding Mr Everett's very readable article, he mentions travelling on a Craven-
bodied RT on the 306 in 1959.   Something wrong here as the Cravens were all
withdrawn from LT passenger service by the end of 1956.
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London’s Buses in Miniature                                                    Alan Purssey

LEYLAND CUB DROPSIDE LORRY L.T.

Brian has been producing excellent detailed lorry models for some time from the
1930-50 periods.
The Leyland cub SKZ1 was the first new commercial vehicle type to be ordered by
the L.PT.B. With some 29 entering service in 1936. Some dropsied Lorries were
initially numbered in the Leyland cub bus series but were later renumbered into the
service vehicles fleet numbering. The kit which comes in 11 parts is representative
of these, some were painted green while others were painted red and suitable
transfers are included depending on the kit purchased. Some of these vehicles were
later rebuilt as trolleybus tenders.
The price is £20.00 plus £2.00 pp from Brian Lathan, Roadscale retired, 16 Glebe
Crescent, Broomfield, Chelmsford, Essex, and CM17BJ. Tel.01245 440678

RADIO CAR OXFORD DIECAST

Increasing traffic congestion
led to an experimental pair of
Ford Cortinas being ordered by
central area buses. JLA 82D is
the subject of one of these
Cortinas. Equipped with a radio
and complete with an
illuminated bull’s eye on the roof they were a familiar sight around London termini
in the 1960s. Priced at £3.00.

JOHN HOWE’S WEBSITE

John Howe has launched his own web site and with it some new models. Maidstone
& District - a kit of St Johns Road garage, Tunbridge Wells; it is approximately
27”wide by 4” in depth.

Corwen depot North Wales , this was a Crossville depot the kit is approximately
10”wide and 5” deep and comes with alternate labels for N.B.C it can be built with
the doors in the open or closed position.
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For displaying EFE underground trains, John has produced a model of a northern line
station complete with platform and tunnel and is decorated with suitable adverts, it is
28” wide to accommodate a four car set.

IH Isleworth depot is the latest London model from John.  Originally Hounslow tram
depot it was rebuilt for trolleybuses in 1935 the model is approximately 19” wide by
10”deep price is £14.00
The site includes an online shop to place your orders plus details and pictures of all
the current range of kits. There are also some inspirational pictures of some of John’s
models built by Clive Greedus with extra detailing showing just what can be done
with a bit of added detail. www.kingswaymodels.com

DAIMLER CVD6 L.B.C

This is an outstanding model from a master by Neil Mortson and with a high standard
of detailing including floor slats, seat cushions and hand rails, shows that the resin kits
have entered the 21st century technology. Other models in the L.B.C. range are also
showing this trend and shows that they are always looking forward to improving their
products. I have altered my model by adding extra window slides and a sliding cab
door to represent a CVG6 of Maidstone Corporation, which was one of six of these
buses loaned to LT in 1949 working out of Sutton garage on routes 93 and 80. There
are good views of the offside and nearside of number 82 in Ken Glazier’s Routes to
Recovery, page 118

SOUTHDOWN 1400 L.B.C.

Now sold out but if interest is shown the model could be reissued.

With a body by Harrington’s the Southdown 1400 series was another classic bus of
the 1930s.

Built in 1935-39 of which 1400-1429 were built on Leyland TS7 chassis with the
remainder built on TS8 chassis. Pre-war these buses had cream roofs, but this was
painted green during the war and retained as the standard post war livery. The rear
rounded window was later plated over.

This model from a master by Tony Swift captures the look in this detailed model. The
instructions include details of all the variants in the series furnished by Gerry Bixley.
These buses could still be seen in the 1950s plying an excursion along the south coast
resorts. Two Southdown cubs of the 1930s period, a Park Royal bus and a Harrington
coach are among the planned models.   Transfers to complete this model and the
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Daimler in LT service are available from Trysco who make the destination screens
and registration plates, the fleet names are available from the fox range.

LEYLAND MASSEY HIGHBRIDGE

As well as promoting and
producing models, Tony
Asquith is an accomplished
master maker himself, which
is evident in this stylish and
intricate model. The kit is
principally based on the on
the 1961 Leyland PD2A/20
highbridge as used by Exeter
corporation, with similar
bodies being supplied to
Colchester, Lowestoft, and
Maidstone corporations. A kit
of the final version of the
Leyland PD3s is also being
considered. The kit includes pre-printed glazing which can be fitted on the outside for
added realism; this may take a little longer but is well worth the effort.

In the picture from L/R. Southdown 1400 Daimler CVG6 Maidstone Corporation, and
the Massey highbridge,again Maidstone Corporation, still unfinished awaiting
destination screens.

NEW MODELS FOR 2010-11 FROM THE L.B.C

Among the other projected models for next year is the LT Leyland Cub, KIT C2C.
There has been a delay in production on this model, as it was due for release about
now. Three pre-war Bristols L5GS kit HD38 with Beadle bus body Hants & Dorset,
kit BT39 with BBW body for Bristol Tramways, kit SWN40 Bristol body coach for
Western National, kit EEL a Bedford WTB with a Burlingham body as used by
Bournemouth 1938/39. WIL6 Bristol K5G Willowbrook lowbridge body 1950, plus
as I mentioned in the last magazine, the STL19 lowbridge there will be more news on
these and other models as production progresses. To ensure of a model, pre-order
now, no payment is required until the model is ready for dispatch. ST1/1 it was sold
out but Tony was able to run a few more which are now available.

L.B.C Appleyard, Haworth close, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX1 2NN. E-mail
info@ com
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SCALE DRAWINGS

Collectors like me occasionally like to build from scratch and drawings of 4mm scale
buses are available from Derek Fisk and Graham Lockyer who carry a large range of
LT vehicles. Their drawings often contain alterations and modifications carried out
during their service life.

Contact Derek Fisk, Frimley grove gardens, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, GU16
7JY.
Another source for scale drawings is Terry Blois. His list of drawings can be viewed
on-line www.clix.co.uk and follow the links to over 1100 bus drawings covering
vehicles from the 1930s to the present day.

My preferred medium for scratch building is plastic card readily available from
Slater’s who supply various thicknesses of card for model buildings, which are ideal
for scratch building. Their ranges also include plastic rod, and micro strip in varying
widths and thickness, useful for adding those small details around model building,
ie.window sills, and cornice plus the intricate detailing found on vintage buses. These
items can be viewed and purchased directly from their web--site.
www.slatersplastikcard.com

1935 STREAMLINED TUBE STOCK

Metro Models are currently producing super-detailed tube stock based on EFE bodies.

The first of these will be the DM cars of the experimental streamlined stock from 1935
and test run on the Piccadilly Line for a period. They will be motorised and should be
available in early 2010.  They are taking orders now,  for more details contact them at
Metro Models Digswell Rise, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, AL8 7PW,
tel.0784 772

BUS STOP MODELS.

Bus Stop Models have, as some of you may be aware, taken over the transfers side of
L.B.R.T. from Nigel. They have retained the original format on their web-site where
all the range can be viewed.

Although designed for die cast models, many of the transfers can be used on resin and
white metal kits and are another excellent source with many alternate designs for the
modeller. Transfers can be ordered on-line after new customers have submitted their
card details. They also stock a range of all the major die-cast models including
CMNL, EFE, BRITBUS, Oxford, Classix, and Base Toys. www.busstopmodels.co.uk
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Quantock Motors’ ex-Hants and Dorset 1965 Bristol FLF at the Beyond the Fringes
event on 25 October.  A slightly older Bristol is Ensignbus’  1949 K6A,  TD 895,
originally intended for Hants and Dorset, but diverted to London to ease the postwar
bus shortage.                                                                                  Both - Chris Stanley
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A pair of fins!  EYA 923 Leyland Cheetah of Blue Motors, Minehead of 1939 and  MYA
590 Leyland Comet of  Scarlet Pimpernel, Minehead, 1950.
Hard to believe XF 3 is over 40 years old, and the same age as the FLF!  All captured
at the Beyond the Fringe event by John Stiles
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Two Tax-efficient ways of Giving to Cobham

1. From your tax rebate via your Self-Assessment Form

Did you know that, if you do your tax return by self-assessment and are lucky
enough to be due a rebate, you can donate some or all of the rebate to Cobham?
This is because the Trust is a Registered Charity.

And the great thing is: the Revenue do all the work – they send us the money,
you don’t have to do anything – AND they will give us an extra 28p for each £1
you donate. You can choose whether Cobham receives the money anonymously
or whether your name is disclosed.

If you complete your Tax Return by Self Assessment, whether on paper or
on-line, all you have to do is nominate the London Bus Preservation Trust to
receive all or part of your rebate by quoting our code HAT33TG on your tax
return (in part 19A or part 12 of the short return).

2. By remembering Cobham in your Will

If you are making, or reviewing, your Will, why not consider leaving a legacy
to Cobham? The money you leave to us in this way will help us to preserve
London’s Bus Heritage for future generations and will ensure that the support
you give us now continues after your death.

As a Registered Charity, the London Bus Preservation Trust pays no tax on
legacies it receives and we will therefore receive every penny of the money you
decide to pledge to us now for the future (subject to no change in current tax
rules). The most beneficial way for Cobham to receive legacies is for our general
funds. If, however, you would prefer to leave money for a specific project, we
would much appreciate discussing this with you first to ensure that your wishes
can be respected.

If you wish to discuss any aspect of these, or other, tax-efficient ways of giving
money to Cobham, please write to the Treasurer, Cobham Bus Museum, Redhill
Road, Cobham KT11 1EF quoting your phone number and when it would be
convenient for us to call you. Thank you for your support.
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